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This is the most sophisticated and the most powerful utility for Windows 8 / Windows 7 with which you can easily erase invalid
shortcut items from the system - with less disk usage and bandwidth. App Notes: Ainvo Shortcut Cleaner will scan more than

one volume or disk for invalid shortcuts and will create a list of invalid shortcuts on each drive, which you can select and
individually erase, optionally preview before erasing. Key Features: - Specify which drives to scan and remove the shortcuts

from (Use Ctrl to unselect all drives to remove all shortcuts from all drives). - Find and remove invalid shortcuts using Cleaner
Easy in less than 30 seconds. - Select a subset of shortcuts to be checked for errors and preview their files. - Invalid shortcuts
can be safely removed at will - there's no risk of accidentally removing a shortcut which is important to you. - You can resize,

remove, hide or rename invalid shortcut items. - List of invalid shortcuts by program and files with statistics is created
automatically after the scanning. - You can select all invalid shortcuts on disk drives and delete them all at once using Cleaner
Easy. - Invalid shortcuts can be removed from program context menu, right-click menu or pathbar. - Invalid shortcuts can be
deleted directly from the Desktop, Start Menu or Desktop folder shortcut list. - Invalid shortcuts can be removed from Start

Menu or Desktop folder context menus. - Invalid shortcuts can be moved to another drive, renamed, deleted, hidden or locked. -
Cleaner Easy is the most advanced shortcut eraser - its full-featured, accurate option to delete invalid shortcuts provides an easy
way to remove invalid shortcuts. - Cleaner Easy is a safe way to delete invalid shortcuts since you don't need to restart Windows

for the removal operation. - Cleaner Easy offers an option to automatically remove invalid shortcuts after finding them. -
Cleaner Easy can clean all found invalid shortcuts quickly and reliably - no unnecessary Windows rebooting. - Fixed an error

reported by Microsoft - Updated version of Cleaner Easy included in the program. - The program is completely virus-free and
supports Windows XP / Vista / 7 / 8. - The program works on most Intel x86 and x64 processors, including virtual memory

technologies. - It will work properly with your Windows language. - The software uses only 98% of system resources during the
operation. - Cleaner Easy is a standalone shortcut eraser and doesn't require any 3rd
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Find and delete invalid shortcuts. Although shortcuts have such a small size that it barely scratches the surface of the overall
HDD size, removing those which are no longer connected to valid applications is a good start to get rid of disk clutter and
organize files. Simple setup and interface Installing this software utility takes little time and effort. It's wrapped in a user-

friendly interface made from a large window with a clear-cut structure, where you can select the disk drives to scan for broken
shortcuts. One or more partitions can be included in the scanning operation. Find and remove invalid shortcuts, check reports

Once the scan job is over, you can analyze an online report with detected shortcuts marked as invalid by Ainvo Shortcut
Cleaner, which contains statistics with the full path, program path, command-line parameters, folder, and result for each item.
You can select the objects you want to remove while saving the rest, and let Ainvo Shortcut Cleaner execute the whole shortcut

removal procedure with one click. There are no other notable options provided by this app. Performance results and
observations As we expected, the software application had minimal impact on the overall performance of the machine, running
on low CPU and memory. It carried out scan and removal jobs swiftly, without causing the operating system to hang, crash or

prompt error messages. All valid shortcuts remained untouched. On the other hand, it doesn't have confirmation dialogs, so you
may end up inadvertently removing shortcuts without finding out which they are. Plus, the tool doesn't include more advanced

options, such as scanning a custom directory. Bottom Line Though it's a basic utility, Ainvo Shortcut Cleaner provides plenty of
flexibility for those who are looking to eliminate unnecessary shortcuts from their disk drives. It may not be perfect, but you can
easily locate and remove shortcuts that you don't use at all. Most users will find this software application useful and effective.Q:
How to get the Bootstrap vertical center alignment for dynamic content Given this CSS .row{ height: 100%; display: flex; } .col-
sm-6{ flex:1; flex-direction: column; min-width: 0; } I use Bootstrap for the layout. The problem is that the Bootstrap columns

are vertically aligned to the top. How can I have them aligned to the vertical center, like this: A: 6a5afdab4c
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Ainvo Shortcut Cleaner is the cure for your illegal shortcuts problems. It's an easy to use, small tool that frees up disk space
without taking up any other resources. Used worldwide by millions, how many of them had a problem with manually deleting all
shortcuts in various folders? Aren't you tired of searching for them manually in the file explorer? If you are, this application is
for you. Ainvo Shortcut Cleaner has a simple interface that hides all the inner workings of the program to leave the user with
just an intuitive tool. It's as easy as using any other Windows programs. Once you select the drive where you want to delete
shortcuts, the application will scan the drives for invalid shortcuts (sometimes called "orphaned" shortcuts). It will locate the
shortcuts for selected drives, highlight them and let you remove them with a single click. To help you keep all of your shortcuts,
Ainvo Shortcut Cleaner saves all shortcut locations, files and applications. You can also print a report of all shortcuts that will be
deleted if you choose to do so. Important: This version doesn't have a trial mode. If you like, you can download a free fully-
functional version of the same utility in the following direct link. Main Features: * Eliminate "orphaned" shortcuts: - Even
though a shortcut points to a valid file or folder, it can exist without any running program. Some programs make shortcuts inside
other program folders or have a bug that ignores that the shortcuts are orphaned. - But this application scans the drives and
indicates all orphaned shortcuts in a report that can be saved or printed to a file. * Help you find the start menu, Taskbar, and
Explorer items, that are no longer used: - The system makes shortcuts to many items, including: - Programs: your Microsoft
Windows folders, - Desktop shortcuts, - Windows Start Menu: Internet shortcuts (updated with the Chrome browser), -
Windows Taskbar, - Explorer: shortcut to recently-accessed folders and files and - Recent Documents list. - These shortcuts can
turn inactive and take up space. Only a simple scan, like the one provided by Ainvo Shortcut Cleaner, will remove them all. *
Display, name, and delete the shortcuts when needed: - Before you delete a shortcut, the application allows you to see the name
of the shortcut and where it points to. - If you need to access the shortcut in the file explorer or if

What's New in the?

Ainvo Shortcut Cleaner is a shortcut monitoring tool that can help you find and remove unused shortcuts. It can scan and
remove shortcuts that are not connected to any programs from your computer. Key Features: It's the first shortcut utility that can
remove shortcuts from multiple drives. Choose and scan the drives. The whole operation is completely automated. It recognizes
dead shortcuts for removal. Ainvo Shortcut Cleaner Review: This program, Ainvo Shortcut Cleaner, has a small user interface
and has a tiny footprint. It's recommended for users of Windows XP. The cleaning process may cause a minor performance hit,
but rest assured that it does not cause any errors. It runs unobtrusively, you don't have to see a progression bar or prompts while
it cleans your system. Tags: Shortcut Monitor, Shortcuts Cleaner, Partition Monitor, Personal Organizer, Uninstall Programs,
Windows Shortcut Folder Watcher is an efficient tool that can be used to monitor the changes made to your Windows shortcuts
and to clean up any shortcuts that are no longer used or modified. Some users may view the addition of shortcuts in Windows as
a burden, with lots of windows to be opened and closed. If you’re one of them, this program can help you deal with this issue
since you can easily see every file in that folder at any time. By monitoring your shortcuts, you can keep a record of how your
computer’s links are changing. Even though a shortcut could be removed, right-clicked and deleted, it doesn’t mean that you
have no more use for it; in fact, it still has some purpose. When you have lots of shortcuts in your system, you may not even
know what they all do and this tool can come in handy by showing you the old shortcuts when you need to use them. But it’s not
just a shortcut folder manager; it can even help you do things that you’ve never done before. For instance, you can maintain a
log of all the unsaved links to save them easily whenever you want to. You can also track the changed file names and extensions
using the “Last Modified” feature and “Last Downloaded” feature. This helps you to figure out where did all the “hidden” files
go and update all
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7/8/10 Processor: 2.4 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo / AMD Athlon X2 Dual Core Memory: 1 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8400 or ATI Radeon HD 2600 XT Hard Drive: 20 GB available space Recommended: Processor:
2.5 GHz Intel Core i5 or AMD Phenom II X4 Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 560/AMD Radeon HD
78
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